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This question is closely followed by the one about security and whether this is impacting investment appetite, particularly in light of recent events in Mozambique. The short answer is that while ...

Farmers, Ferraris and harvesting good investments in Africa
To get to the bonobos, we first had to reach Bukavu, a town on the eastern side of Zaire, just across the border from Rwanda ... questions carry extraordinary implications, the more so because the ...

Apes and the Origins of Human Violence
The answer was yes. This was the film I wanted to make ... My mouth open, I couldn't think of any questions! I just sat there like a happy dummy. (Well, I did rise to the directorial challenge ...

Adam Kahan: Capturing the Essence of Jazz in a Film
But perhaps enough Zimbabwean politics-watchers in southern Africa can move the discussion beyond the ... They would answer the question of why Chamisa's pursuit of free and fair elections will ...

Zimbabwe: A New Film About Zimbabwe's 2018 Elections Is Worth Watching, but Flawed
demonstrates that, to be true to its subject, any historical study of the Holocaust cannot and should not result... What do studies of women, gender, and sexuality contribute to an understanding of ...

Different Horrors, Same Hell: Gender and the Holocaust
In the old days, if a journalist’s question promised to stir controversy ... Then he would barge ahead and answer anyway. He laughed when I recalled that tendency. But as Secretary-General ...

Man in the Middle
Nancy López, a professor of sociology at the University of New Mexico, said one way Latinos and other communities of color can begin to address colorism is by asking themselves a simple question ...

Beyond 'In the Heights,' colorism persists in Hollywood and is rarely addressed
As well as South Africa's first black president, his richly coloured shirts have graced the backs of Moroccan King Mohamed VI, Rwanda's President ... in a luxury hotel as he unveiled the book.

Mandela's tailor on mission to boost African fashion
KIGALI, Rwanda — French President Emmanuel Macron recognizes his country’s role in the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, from backing a genocidal regime to ignoring warnings of the impending massacres.

UN rights council orders unprecedented permanent probe critiquing Israel
That said, the judge didn't answer some crucial questions, including who in the Vatican had brought Torzi in in the first place or why the Vatican's monsignors were doing such high-stakes business ...

Rome tribunal backs Vatican in case against Italian broker
MORE: Jailed hero of 'Hotel Rwanda' claims he was tortured at 'slaughterhouse' after arriving in Kigali Jemmott's family said they are desperate for answers. He leaves behind five children and a ...

Belize's supreme court denies bail to partner of British billionaire's son after policeman's death
The study in Barcelona, the first randomised controlled trial to assess Covid safety measures at an indoor gig, was carried out on December 12, ahead of the UK's recent large event experiments.

Indoor music events do not increase risk of Covid-19's spread, studies suggest
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention revised travel health notices for dozens of countries to a lower risk tier on Monday, adjusting travel guidance for vaccinated Americans in the process.

CDC, State Department downgrade travel alerts for dozens of countries
We remain on alert,” it said. But that did not stop thousands from fleeing, many on foot, toward the border with Rwanda just beyond the city. Car horns honked and motorcycle taxis weaved as people ...

Volcano erupts near Congolese city of Goma; residents flee
"I am convinced that there will be a new epoch of Christianity, there's no question about it," he said ... Path was created to look for systemic answers to the crisis. The basic, theological ...

'Dead end': German cardinal offers to quit over church abuse
Legislation approved on a 70-24 vote with no abstentions and 85 lawmakers absent authorizes the Danish government to, when a deal in in place, transfer asylum-seekers "to the third country in question ...

Danish lawmakers approve plan to locate asylum center abroad
In the third quarter of 2020, BMi Research conducted the CX Online pilot study – which surveyed ... and qualitative, we can answer your research questions, providing you with insights to grow ...

Local e-commerce sites need to up their game if they hope to retain customer loyalty
A series of meetings, lasting for more than four hours, were held with Nadda and Shah with the duo, following which Sarma said that the BJP’s legislature party is likely to meet on Sunday and all ...
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